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New balanced-file organization schemes are presented, possessing 
many desired properties. Methods of construction are shown. The 
new schemes are better than the balanced-filing schemes based on 
finite geometries, in that retrieval time is much smaller and that the 
class is much larger; hence, it provides many more useful parameters. 
Two modified balanced-file organization schemes are established. 
They may be more practical than the existing eneralized balanced- 
filing schemes. Extension of these schemes to the organization of 
multiple-valued records is also considered, showing that they com- 
pare favorably with existiug schemes. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a mechanized information storage and retrieval system.., each docu- 
ment (or item) is characterized by a list of attributes which are com- 
monly chosen from a dictionary. Each attribute can take one of a finite 
number of values. The value which the attribute possesses pecifies 
how closely the document is related to this attribute. Only accession 
numbers of documents are physically represented in the mechanized 
system. A record consists of an accession number of a document o- 
gether with pertinent attr ibu~s characterizing it and the values which 
the attributes take. If an attribute in the dictionary is not pertinent to a 
document ,  the attribute takes value zero for the document.  The  repre- 
sentation of this attribute is not in the record. If each of the attributes 
can take only binary values, i.e., 0 or I, then a pertinent attribute for a 
document  can make only one value, i.e., i. In this case, the representa- 
tion of the l's in the record can be omitted. A query to the system is 
also described by  a list of attributes together with the values wh ich  the 
attributes take. Again, if each of the attributes can take only binary 
values, a query to the system is a list of attributes, e.g., "Retrieve all 
documents (a) written since 1965, (b) published in Information and Con- 
trol (discussing) (c) threshold decoding (of) (d) geometry codes," 
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where a, b, c and d are in the dictionary. A file organization scheme is a 
method of arranging records in some particular way  which will reduce 
time for searching records, for a given class of queries. Buchholz (1963) 
reviewed the work of file organization schemes for systems where queries 
relate only to one attribute. This attribute is called a key, or primary 
identifier. All records with a same primary identifier can be further 
grouped according to secondary identifiers, or secondary keys. Abraham,  
Ghosh, and l~ay-Chaudhuri (1968) considered two types of file organ- 
ization schemes for systems with binary-valued attributes. One  type, 
called balanced-filing schemes (BFS),  is suitable for a system where 
queries relate to a fixed number  of attributes. All records possessing 
a given set of k attributes form a subbucket. Several subbuckets 
are grouped together to form a bucket. If each bucket is placed in a 
distinct unit of a storage device, considerable time can be saved in 
locating this subbueket by computing the address of this distinct unit 
instead of searching all units. The  BFS  for queries of k attributes is 
called BFS~.  Construction methods for BFS~ and BFS3 based on finite 
geometries are demonstrated. The  time required to obtain pertinent 
records is very small in comparison with previous schemes. The  search 
time does not depend upon the number  of records. The  problem of up- 
dating is also quite simple. The  other type, called generalized balanced 
filing schemes (GBFS) ,  is suitable for a system where queries possess g 
attributes for any g _-< k. The  GBFS for k attributes is called GBFSk .  
A GBFSk  requires much more storage than BFS~ in general. Ghosh  and 
Abraham (1968) used the same approach to organize files for records 
with multiple-valued attributes. Bose, Abraham,  and Ghosh (1967) 
have applied coding theory to construct file organization schemes. In 
their filing scheme, it is possible to determine the location of any num-  
ber of attributes algebraically, provided this number  is less than a fixed 
integer related to the min imum distance of the code. Chow (1967) has 
constructed codes from finite geometries and applied them to informa= 
tion storage and retrieval systems. 
In this paper, we  are concerned with finding better schemes for in- 
formation storage and retrieval systems in which the query involves 
more than one attribute. These schemes are primarily for computerized 
information systems in which the total number  of attributes in the dic- 
tionary is fixed. A record is said to be pertinent to a query if it contains 
all the attributes in this query. This is a covering property instead of 
other boolean functions of the query attributes. The  addition and de- 
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letion of records are straightforward operations, since they do not 
change the structure of the system. The new balanced file organization 
schemes (NBFS) developed here have the same advantages of the BFS 
proposed by Abraham et al. (1968). The advantages of the NBFS over 
the BFS are as follows: 
(1) The parameters of the BFS can take only limited values be- 
cause these schemes are based on finite geometries (Carmiehael, 1937). 
Owing to the structure of the disk and other storage devices, we need 
more usefnl parameters. The NBFS can be constructed for any set of 
parameters. 
(2) The BFS requires the solution of a set of simultaneous alge- 
braic equations in order to obtain the address of the bucket. This is 
time consuming, especially when computation is carried out in a higher 
dimensional field instead of the binary field. For the NBFS there is 
an explicit formula to compute an address. This computation is much 
easier than solving simultaneous algebraic equations. 
Two modified balanced-file organization schemes, MBFS-! and 
MBFS-II will be presented in Section V. These MBFS's are designed 
for systems where queries can take g attributes for g < /~. The GBFS 
of Abraham et al. (1968) is designed for the same type of queries. Both 
MBFS's have more useful parameters than the GBFS and have much 
simpler methods to compute the bucket containing records pertinent 
to a query. Since the storage requirements of the GBFS and the MBFS- 
II have not been analyzed, it is not known which needs less storage. 
The schemes for multiple-valued records based on NBFS are pre- 
sented in Section VI. The advantages of these schemes over the gee- 
metrical schemes of Ghosh and Abraham (1968) are similar to the ad- 
vantages of the NBFS over the BFS. 
I. FORMULATION OF  F ILE  ORGANIZAT ION SCHEMES 
This is an extension of the concept of balanced file organization 
schemes (BFS) proposed by Abraham et al. (1968). New balanced 
file organization schemes (NBFS)  will be formulated in this section. 
The discussion here is limited to the eases where the attributes can take 
only binary values. 
Let l be the number of allowable &tributes specified in the dictionary. 
Records are specified by some of these l attributes. A new balanced file 
organization scheme, (NBFS), with parameters (/~, l, b), denoted as 
NBFS~, is defined to be an arrangement of records into b groups (buck- 
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ets) such that: 
(1.1) To every bucket, there corresponds an address which can 
be computed. 
(1.2) Let c = (~) /b .  When c is an integer, each bucket contains 
records pertinent o c sets of k attributes. When c is not an integer, 
either (a) or (b) must be satisfied. 
(a) Each of all but one of the buckets contains [c] sets of k at- 
tributes, where [c] is the smallest integer greater than c. 
(b) Each bucket contains [c] or [c] - 1 sets of k attributes. 
(1.3) The (~) sets of k attributes are partitioned into b buckets. 
Each set forms a subbucket in the bucket. All records pertinent o a 
particular set of k attributes are stored in the corresponding subbueket. 
II. A GENERAL CONSTRUCTION METHOD 
In this section, we shall give a method (Method I) to construct a new 
balanced file organization scheme (denoted as NBFS-I  or NBFSk-I) for 
any given integers k, l, and b. We shall specify the representations of 
attributes, subbuckets and buckets. A method of partitioning sub- 
buckets into b buckets and a formula to compute the address of the 
bucket containing a desired subbueket are given. Examples will be used 
for demonstration. 
Consider a balanced-file organization scheme consisting of 1 attributes 
Ai(0 =< i < l) and b buckets Bj(0 =< j < b). We represent the attribute 
Ai by an integer i and the bucket Bj by an integer j. A subbucket con- 
sists of the accession umbers of documents (or records) pertinent o 
a set of k attributes A~ 1 , A~ 2 , • • - , and A~.  Without loss of generality, 
let il < is < . . .  < ik. We define the subbucket identification ( ID) 
number as the concatenation of i l ,  is, • • • and ik. We treat i~ i2 • • • ik 
as a number during computation. The total number of subbuckets is 
(~). When c is an integer, each bucket contains c subbuckets. When c 
is not an integer, the first b -- 1 buckets contain [c] subbuckets, where 
[c] is the smallest integer greater than c. The remaining subbuckets are 
in the last bucket. Thus, the condition (1.2a) for a balanced-file organi- 
zation scheme is satisfied. The partitioning of subbuckets into buckets 
is as follows. We arrange the subbuckets in the following manner. A sub- 
bucket with ID number i~ i2 . . -  i~ is placed before the subbucket with 
ID number jl j2 "'" jk if and only if il i2 • .. ik is less than jl j2 "-" jk.  
For any two buckets B~ and B~, the ID number of a subbucket in B~ is 
always less than that of a subbueket in B~, if u < v. Thus, the bucket 
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with ID  number 0 contains the first c subbuckets in the partition, 
et cetera. A document (or record) is said to be pertinent to a set of 
attr ibutes A~ 1 , A~:, • • • and A~ if the record possesses these attributes. 
The subbucket with ID  number il i2 • • • i~ contains the storage addresses 
of the accession umbers of records which are pertinent to the set of 
attr ibutes A~I, A~,  . . -  and A~.  If  a record is entitled to be stored 
in many  subbuckets within the same bucket, a well-known technique 
can be used to avoid duplication of the accession umbers. The accession 
number of this record will actually be stored in only one of the sub- 
buckets and the other subbuckets will be chained to it. 
In  the retrieval process, we ask for all documents pertinent o the set 
of attr ibutes A jl , A~ , . . - ,  and A~. k . Without loss of generality, let 
j l  < j~ < . - -  < j~. We want to compute the address of the bucket 
which contains the subbucket with ID  number j~ j2 • • • j~ • Let N be the 
number of subbuekets before this subbucket in the list of all subbuckets. 
The identification umber of the bucket which contains this subbucket 
is equal to the quotient of N divided either by c, when c is an integer, 
or by [c], when c is not an integer. The computat ion is also used during 
the storage and updat ing process. The number N can be determined as 
follows. 
The identification umber of a subbucket has the form x~ x~ . . .  xk, 
where x~ < x2 < • • • < x~ and 0 =< x~ < l. The subbuckets with x~ = c~ 
for c~ < j l  is placed before the subbucket ~dth identification umber 
j i j2 "-" jk.  When xi = ci, the ]¢ - 1 integers x2, xa, • .- and xk must 
be chosen from the set of l - c~ - 1 integers c~ ~- 1, c~ ~- 2, . - .  , and 
1 - 1. Thus, the number of these subbuckets is (z~2~-~). Similarly, the 
subbuckets with x~ = j~ and x~ = c~ are placed before this subbucket, 
if c~ < j~. The number  of such subbuckets is (~- i ) .  In  general, the 
(~ i )  subbuckets with x~ = j~, x2 = ]3, " "  , x~-i = j~-i and x~ = c~ 
where u =< /c and c~ < j~ are placed before this subbucket. Thus, the 
total number of subbuckets placed before the subbucket with ID  
number j i  j2 . ' -  jk is 
+-"+ ÷ 
ck_l=jk_2-]-I i O C}=j/~-- 1 ~-I 
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where j0 = -1 .  By u~ing the equality 
(x) ( ) 
• =w, \w+ w+ 1 ' 
where w~ > wl, and wl, w2 and w are integers, (2.1) becomes 
,= , \ \£ - ,  + k - -vq -1  ' 
where j0 = -1 .  Equation (2.3) can be rewritten as 
In designing an information storage and retrieval system, we generally 
fix the integers 1and k. After substituting 1 and k into (2.3) or (2.4) and 
making simplifications, the expression for N is stored in the computer. 
During the retrieval process, we substitute numerical values for 3"i, j~, 
• .. and j~. The identification number of the bucket which contains the 
subbucket with ID number j l j 2 " ,  jk is equal to the quotient of N 
divided by c or [c] as indicated previously. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let l = 8, k = 2, and b = 7. The eight attributes 
A~(0 =< i < 8) can be represented by the number i, or the binary rep- 
l resentation of i: c = (k) /b  = (~)/7 = 28/7 = 4. There are 28 sub- 
buckets, each of which contains the accession umbers of documents 
pertinent o a pair of attributes. Each bucket contains 4 subbuckets as 
follows. The buckets B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, Bs, and B8 contain the sub- 
buckets {01, 02, 03, 04}, {05, 06, 07, 12}, {13, 14, 15, 16}, {17, 23, 24, 25}, 
{26, 27, 34, 35}, {36, 37, 45, 46}, and {47, 56, 57, 67}, respectively. The 
i j  is the octal representation of the identification umber of the sub- 
bucket which contains the accession umbers of the documents pertinent 
to the attributes A~ and A i .  For 1 = 8 and k = 2, Eq. (2.3) becomes 
N = ½[8 X 7 -  (8 - - j l ) (7 - j~) ]q -  [ (7 - j~)  - (8 - j2 ) ]  
(2.5) 
= ½[56 -- (8 -  j~)(7 -- j~)] + (3"2 - - j l -  1). 
Suppose we want to retrieve all documents pertinent o a pair of 
attributes A2 and As. We first determine in which bucket the subbucket 
with identification umber 26 is located. By substituting 3"1 = 2 and 
3"2 = 6 into (2.5), we have 
N = ½(56-- 6 X 5) + 3 -- 16 (2.6) 
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The quotient of N/c, that is, 16/4, is 4. Thus, this subbucket is in the 
bucket B4 with ID number 100. 
III. EVALUATION OF STOI~AGE REQUIREMENTS 
The records of the original data will occur more than once in the 
balanced-file organization scheme (NBFS). Let S be the total number 
of records appearing in the file. Let M be the total number of distinct 
records in the file. For uniformly distributed ata, all 2 z records appear 
once and only once, and M = 2 Z. Abraham et al. (1968) have established 
formulas to calculate the approximate value of S for BFS2 when the data 
is uniformly distributed. The storage requirements discussed in this 
section are also for uniformly distributed data, but the technique pre- 
sented here is useful to evaluate the storage requirements for nonuni- 
formty distributed ata as well. We shall first establish a formula for 
the storage requirements of BFSk for any/c and then make some com- 
parisons with NBFS. Finally, we discuss the storage requirements of
NBFS. The only method for constructing NBFS discussed thus far is 
Method I in the last section. It is understood that all discussion of the 
storage requirement of the NBFS in this section is in relation to NBFS~-I. 
The BFS~ based on finite geometries have the following properties: 
Each bucket corresponds to a set Z of d attributes (Aq, Ai2, • • • , A~) 
for some d (Abraham et al., 1968). Each subbueket in this bucket corre- 
sponds to/c of the attributes. A record is not in this bucket if it contains 
fewer than/c elements of Z. The number of records containing j elements 
(j < /c) of Z is (~)2 z-d. Then the total number of records not in this 
~"*k--1 d c~l--d bucket is z_,j=0 (J)~ , and the total number of records S ~ in this 
bucket is RM, where 
R = 1 - 2 Z ;  • (3 .1 )  
j=0 
The storage requirement of a BFSk is RMb, where b = (~)/(~). For 
/~ = 2,  
R = 1 -- 2-~(1 + d). (3.2) 
We use the following example to illustrate a general procedure to 
establish the storage requirement of an NBFS. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let (k, l, b) = (2, 7, 7). The buckets Bo, B~, B2, B~, 
B4, Bs, and B6 of the NBFS2 contain the subbuckets 101, 02, 03}, 
{04, 05, 06}, {12, 13, 14}, {15, 16, 23}, {24, 25, 26}, {34, 35, 36}, and 
{45, 46, 56}, respectively. 
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Let g~ represent one of the two values, 0 or 1, which the attributes 
Ai can take. If a record possesses an attribute As, then g~ = 1; other- 
wise, g~ = 0. Let ~ denote the compliment of gl ; that is, if g~ = 1, then 
~ = 0 and vice versa. For each bucket B~., let f5 denote a Boolean func- 
tion of 1 variables g~ (0 < i < l). A record is in this bucket B~. if and 
only if the function f~. is equal to 1 for the g~'s of this record. The bucket 
B0 has three subbuckets {01}, {02}, and {03}. A record pertinent o the 
attributes A~ and Aj must have the function fi~ = g~g~ = 1. Thus, 
fol = god1, fo2 = god2 and fo3 = gog~ and f0 = fol + f0~ + f03, where + 
I I ~ I 
is an OR operation. Let f01 = f01, f0~ = f01f02, and f0~ = ]Jo2fo3, then 
f0 = f~l + fo2 + fo3, and the number of records with fo 1 is equal to 
the sum of the number of records with f~l = 1, fo2 = 1, and f~3 = 1, 
respectively. Since f~l = god1, f~2 = gould2, and fo3 = go~l~2g3, by in- 
spection, the number of records with f~l, f~2 and f~3 equal to 1 is 2-2M, 
2-3M, and 2-~M, respectively. Let S~ be the number of records in a 
bucket B~. Let R~ = S i /M.  Then 
So = 2-2M + 2-321//+ 2-421// = 2-1(1 - 2-3)M 
Ro = 2-1(1 - 2-3); (3.3) 
the functions f i ,  for i = 0, 1, 2, 4, and 5, have the same form. Thus, 
So = $1 = $2 = $4 = $5. Since fib = glg~, fl~ = gig6, and f~3 = g~g3, 
let f;5 = f15 = gigs, f;6 = £5f~ = gl(l~g~, and fga = ]~jl~f23 = 
(~1 + gl(~(~)g2g~. By inspection of f~j, the number of records with 
f;~ = 1,f;~ = 1 andrea = 1 are 2-2M, 2-~M and (2 -1 + 2-~)2-~/. Thus, 
Ra = 2 -2+ 2 -~ + (2 -1+ 2-~)2 -~ = (2 -1 + 2-~). (3.4) 
The subbuckets in the last bucket B~ have the same structure as the 
corresponding BFS2 ; that is, each subbucket in B~ is associated with two 
attributes from the set Z = {A~, A~, A6}. Substituting d = 3 to (3.2), 
we have 
R~ = R = 2 -1 . (3.5) 
Let/~ be the average number of records in a bucket divided by the total 
number of distinct records. The total number of records in a file is 
S = [~Mb. (3.6) 
In this example,/~ = (bR0 + R~ + R~) /b  = 0A6. 
A projective geometry of dimension ~n over GF(q) is denoted as 
PG(m, q). For any NBFS~ corresponding to BFS~ based on PG(m, 2), 
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it canbe shownthat thelast bucket B(~)_I has the same structure. Thus, 
R(~)_I = 2 -1 from (3.5). Let No, N3 be the number of buckets having 
the same structure as B0 and Bs in the above example respectively. Let 
Ix] denote the integer part of a positive number x. It can be shown that 
Ns = [//3] - 1 and No = (~)/3 -- N3 - I = (~)/3 - [//3]. The total 
number of records in this NBFS2 is S = [~Mb, where 
.-,.0.0 +.,.. +.0~,~: {((,.)/._ [~i). ~ 
,,_.., + (~]_ 0 ~. 1 +.,, +.,, (3.7) 
+' ~}/{C.)/,} 
It can be shown that/~ is a monotonic decreasing function of I. Since 
,o,, _-{(0/.-[~]}/{(',)/.} 
approaches to 1 as l increases, the buckets with the same structure of 
Bo are the dominating parts of all buckets in the file and/~ approaches 
Ro = 2-1(1 - 2 -~) = 0.438 as l increases. 
Similarly, analysis can be carried out for the NBFS2 corresponding to
BFS2 based on PG(m,  3). One can verify the R~ for the last three buckets 
R(~)_3 = 0.67, R(~)-2 = 0.656 and R(~)-I = 0.688. Using the method of 
obtaining R0 from example (3.1), the number of records in the buckets 
of the form {ij, i ( j  -j- 1), i ( j  -J- 2), i ( j  -J- 3), i ( j  + J ) ,  i ( j  -J- 5)}, such 
as Bo is So = RoM, where 
R0 = 2-~(1 -- 2-~), (3.8) 
or Re = 0.492. 
All the other buckets take three forms, (A) : {i(1 - 5), i ( l  - 4), 
i ( l  - 3),  i(1 - 2), i(z - 1), ( i+  1 ) ( i+  2)}; (B ) :  {i(l - 3), i(1 - 2),  
i ( l -  1), ( i~-  1 ) ( i+  2), (i-J- 1)( i -~ 3), (i-J- 1)(i d-4)}; and (C): 
{i(1 -- 2), i(1 -- 1), (i + 1)(i -~ 2), (i ~- 1)(i d- 3), (i ~- 1)(i + 4), 
(i ~- 1) (i ~- 5)}, where i < 1 -- 7. The number of records of the buckets 
of the forms (A), (B), and (C) is RAM,  RBM, and RcM, respectively, 
where R~ = 0.614, RB = 0.684, and Rc = 9.668. 
The total number of attributes l is equal to 1 ~- 3 -~ 32 ~- . . -  -~ 3 m 
for BFS2 based on PG(m,  3) with m ~ 2. The 1 have the form either 
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13 + 12w or 40 + 12w for some positive integer w. Let N~,  N . ,  and 
Nc denote the number of buckets with the form (A), (B), and (C), 
respectively. One can verify that N~ = 1 + 2w, NB = 2 + 4w, and 
No--  1+ 2w, for l - -  13+ 12w;andN~ = 6+ 2w, N~ = 11+4w,  
and Nc = 5 + 2w, for 1 = 40 + 12w. Let No be the number of buckets 
with the same structure as that of B0. Then No = (~)/6 - Na - N .  - 
Nc - 3. The total number of records is S = [~Mb, where 
1 
/~ --- ~ (No Ro + N~ RA + N.  R.  + Nc Rc + R(~)-8 (3.9) 
+ R(~)_2 + ~(~)_1). 
This/~ can be computed for any NBFS2 corresponding to BFS2 based 
on PG(m, 3) and is used in Table 1 below. The ratio No/b approaches 
1 as l increases. The buckets with the same structure as B0 contribute 
the dominating part for large l. The R in (3.9) approaches R0 in (3.8) 
for large 1. 
Since R(~)-I is larger than Ro, R~ , RB, Re, R(~)_3, R(~)_~ , R is 
always less than R(~)-I from (3.9). The corresponding R of BFS2 is 
equal to R (~)-1 • Thus, the total number of records needed to be stored 
in BFS~ based on PG(m, 3) is always greater than the corresponding 
NBFS~. 
Table 1 compares the number of records stored in BFS2 based on 
PG(ra, q) and the corresponding NBFS2 for q = 2 and q = 3. The R is 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF STORAGE REQUIREMENTS OF 
PG(m, q) AND NBFS2 
BSF2 BASED ON 
q m l b R (BFS2) _~ (NBFS2) 
2 7 7 0.5 0.46 
3 15 35 0.5 0.45 
4 31 155 0.5 0.444 
5 63 651 0.5 0.441 
6 127 2667 0.5 0.438 
7 255 10795 0.5 0.438 
2 13 13 0.688 0.576 
3 40 130 0.688 0.525 
4 121 1210 0.688 0.503 
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computed from (3.2) by setting d = 3 and d = 4 for q = 2 and q = 3, 
respectively. The/~ decreases from 0.46 to the limit 0.438 for q = 2, 
and from 0.576 to the limit 0.492 for q = 3. 
Owing to the parameters (k, l, b) taking almost any values, it is im- 
possible to establish a general formula to determine the storage require- 
ments of NBFS2. But for a given (k, l, b), it is not too difficult to de- 
termine the number of records in this file using the previous approaches. 
We now give some rough estimates of the number of records in an NBFS. 
Let us first consider a degenerate case of NBFS, b = 1. The number 
of subbuckets c in this bucket is equal to (~). When b = 1, /~ = R, 
and R can be obtained from (3.1) by setting d = 1. Thus, 
R = 1 - e -d  E = 1 - e E • (3 .1o)  
j=o j~0 
For a fixed/~ and a fixed c where c is the number of subbuckets in the 
buckets, b increases as l increases. For large b, the buckets having the 
form {i l ia. . .  ik-lj, i l ia . . ,  iz:_~ (j  --k 1), . . . ,  ili2 . . .  ik_~(j -k c -- 1)}, 
are the dominating parts of all buckets. These buckets have the struc- 
ture of B0. Each of these buckets has R0M records, where 
R0 = 2-k+1(1 - 2-~). (3.11) 
When k = 2 and c = 3 or 6, (3.11) becomes (3.3) or (3.8), respectively. 
The total number of records in the file is [~Mb with/~ approaching R0 
for large b or large l, when k and c are fixed. Equations (3.10) and (3.11) 
are used to establish Table 2. Both R and R0 are monotonic increasing 
functions of 1. The R approaches 1 as 1 increases, while R0 approaches 
2 -k+l as 1 increases. In the degenerate case of c = 1, or d = k, both 
R and R0 are equal to 2 -~. When/~ > 2 and d > k, it can be shown 
that R >_- 2-k+~; hence R > R0 from (3.11). When k = 2 and d = 3, 
/~ decreases monotonically from R to R0 • For any k and d, it is not known 
whether/~ is a monotonic decreasing function of I from R to R0 • From 
the analysis above, one expects that the behavior of /~ is not much 
different from such a function. 
Remark 3.1. We have shown that the R of BFS2 based on PG(m, q), 
with q = 2 or 3 is always greater than/~ of the corresponding NBFS2 
(cf. Table 1). For the cases of lc = 2 in Table 2, all d have the form q 
or i -t- q, where q is a power of a prinae. Each row with k = 2 corresponds 
to a BFS2 whose R is listed in the fourth column (of. (3.1) and (3.10)). 






STORAGE REQUII~EMENTS OF NBFS 
d 
Ro 
2 1 0.25 0.25 
3 3 0.5~ 0.438 
4 6 0.688 0.492 
5 10 0.813 0.499 
6 15 0.891 0.5 
7 21 0.938 0.5 
8 28 0.965 0.5 
3 1 0.125 0.125 
4 4 0.312 0.234 
5 10 0.5 0.25 
6 20 0.656 0.25 
7 35 0.774 0.25 
8 56 0.855 0.25 
4 1 0.0625 0.0625 
5 5 0.187 0.121 
6 15 0.344 0.125 
7 35 0.5 0.125 
8 70 0.636 0.125 
has R = 0.312. From Table 2 for l~ = 2, d >- 7; the /~ for NBFSk is 
only little more than half of R for BFSk when 1 is large. In  these eases, 
the BFSk require almost twice as much storage as the NBFSk.  
IV. OTIIER CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
The new balanced-file organization schemes (NBFS)  based on Method 
I of partit ioning all subbuekets into buckets are constructed in Sec- 
tion I I .  We now present many  other ways of partit ioning which may 
turn out a better NBFS in some respects than the corresponding NBFS- I .  
Let the representations of attributes and subbuckets be the same as 
these in Section I I .  For  each subbucket j l j2 • • • jk,  let the integer N, 
obtained from (2.3), be its corresponding number. We define equiva- 
lence classes of subbuekets as follows. Two subbuekets are in the same 
equivalence class if and only if their corresponding numbers N1 and N~ 
satisfy the relation N1 - N2 modulo b. I f  we take each equivalence class 
as a bucket, there will be b buckets. We can take the least positive resi- 
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dues modulo b, that is, 0, 1, . . .  , and b - 1, as the bucket ID numbers. 
z If c = (~)/b is an integer, then each bucket contains c subbuckets. If c 
is not an integer, the condition (1.2b) in Section I is satisfied, thus we 
have a balanced file organization scheme. We shall call the partition 
method just described FIethod II, and the resulting NBFS, the NBFS-II .  
EXamPLE 4.1. Take the same parameters as in Example 2.1, 1 = 8, 
k = 2, and b = 7. The buckets B0, B1, B2, B3, B4, Bs, and Be contain 
the subbuckets {01, 12, 24, 37}, {02, 13, 25, 45}, {03, 14, 26, 46}, {04, 15, 
27, 47}, {05, 16, 34, 56}, {06, 17, 35, 57}, and {07, 23, 36, 67}, respectively. 
The number N corresponding to the subbueket with ID number 26 is 16 
(from (2.6)). The remainder of N/b; i.e., 16/7 is 2. Thus, B2 contains 
this subbueket. 
The following method (2~/Iethod I I I )  of partitioning all subbuckets into 
buckets may or may not result in an NBFS for given parameters(k, l, b). 
Two subbuckets with ID numbers il i2 . . -  ii~, and jij2 " "  j~, respec- 
tively, are in the same equivalence class, if and only if (i~ -i- i2 + • • • + 
ik) - (j~ + j2 ÷ "'" ÷ j~) modulo b. If we take each equivalence class 
as a bucket, there vd]l be b buckets. We can take the least positive resi- 
dues modulo b, i.e., 0, 1, . . .  , and b - 1, as the buckets' ID numbers. 
An NBFS-based Method 1If is denoted NBFS-I I I  if it exists. For a given 
(k, l, b), it is quite easy to determine the existence of an NBFS-I I I  for 
this set of parameters. 
The determination of a bucket number in an NBFS-I and an NBFS-I I  
may require different amounts of time. For example, division can be 
achieved by shifting if the divisor has the form 2" for some integer a. 
These two NBFS's use different divisors for the same set of integers/~, 
l, and b. Either the quotient or the remainder is taken as the bucket 
ID number, depending on which method is used, which, of course, may 
require a different amount of time, depending on the computing device 
and the value of quotient or remainder. The determination of the 
bucket ID number in an NBFS-I I I ,  if it exists, will be much faster than 
that in the corresponding NBFS-I and NBFS-H. 
The number of records needed to store in an NBFS-I may be dif- 
ferent from that needed to be stored in a corresponding NBFS-I!.  Other 
schemes related to an NBFS will be presented in the next section. The 
relative merit of these schemes also depends on which method is used 
to construct his NBFS. 
EXAa~PLE 4.2. Take the same parameters as in Example 2.1, 1 = 8, 
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k = 2, and b = 7. Two subbuckets with identification umbers ili2 and 
jlj2 are in the same bucket, if and only if (il + /2)  - (jl + j2) modulo 7. 
The bucket B~ consists of subbuckets with ID i~i2, such that i~ + i2 -- i 
modulo 7. The buckets B0, Bi,  B2, B~, B4, Bs, and B6 contain the sub- 
buckets {07, 16, 25, 34},/01, 17, 26, 35}, {02, 27, 36, 45}, {03, 12, 37, 46}, 
{04, 13, 47, 56}, {05, 14, 23, 57}, and [06, 15, 24, 67}, respectively. For a 
given pair of attributes A~ 1 and A~ 2 , where il < i2, we want to locate 
the subbucket with ID number ixi2. The ID number of the bucket which 
contains this subbucket is the remainder of (il + /2)/7. 
Remark 4.1. To take i as the representation f attributes A~(0 < i < l) 
guarantees minimum storage. Sometimes this is not necessary. For ex- 
ample, if l = 7, three binary digits are required to represent hese at- 
tributes. We can take i for 0 < i _-< 7 as the representation of seven 
attributes without increasing the number of binary digits. 
Rernartc 4.2. Abraham et al. (1968) gave an example of a BFS2 with 
parameters (k, l, b) = (2, 7, 7). Their retrieval method involves solving 
two simultaneous equations. We can represent he seven attributes 
A~(0 < i -___ 7) by integers i. An NBFS-I I I  exists for this set of parame- 
ters, each of seven buckets will have three elements: [0] = {16, 25, 34}, 
[1] = {17, 26, 35}, [2] = {27, 36, 45}, [3] --- 112, 37, 46}, [4] = {13, 47, 56}, 
[5] = {14, 23, 57}, and [6] = {15, 24, 67}, where [i] denotes the equiva- 
lence class with i as the bucket ID number. We can use the same method 
as in Example 4.2 to compute the bucket ID number. The computation 
is much faster than solving equations by  their method.  We also have a 
balanced-file organization scheme if we  take Ai as attributes for 0 _-< 
i<  7 ins teadof0  ~ i < 7. 
Remark  4.3. When (k, l, b) = (2, i0, 15), only NBFS- I  and  NBFS- I I  
exist. Both  NBFS- I I I  and  BFS  do not exist for this set of parameters. 
V. OTHER SCHEMES RELATED TO NBFS 
The  NBFSk  is primarily designed for an information retrieval system 
in wh ich  the number  of attributes in a query is a fixed integer/s. The  
NBFS have much slower response times to a query consisting of g at- 
tributes with g < /s. We shall give a brief discussion of how to retrieve 
all records pertinent to a query of g attributes. This discussion may be 
useful to an NBFSk  which  is used in a retrieval system where  most  fre- 
quent queries to the system consist of k attributes and queries with g 
attributes are rare. 
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Suppose we want all records pertinent o the attributes A~I, A~,  
• .. and A~.  We have to find the pertinent subbuckets, i.e., the sub- 
buckets with ID numbers il i2 • • • ik, such that ul ,  u2, • • • , and u~ are 
among the set of integers i~, i2, • • • , and i~. We need to choose k -- g 
integers from the set obtained by deleting all u~'s (1 <- i <- g) from the 
set of {0, 1, • • • , l - 1} and use these k -- g integers together ~dth these 
l--g ui's to form a desired ID  number. Thus, there are (~-g) pertinent sub- 
l--g buckets. An alternative way to generate these (k-~) ID numbers is to 
use a table to store these numbers and to perform a table look-up. The 
size of the table which stores the ID  numbers of all subbuckets pertinent 
to each of the queries with g attributes for all g < ]c is 
k-~(lgl(1--gg)=g=~ lc (2k -- 2 ) (~)  . (5.1) 
Whether the ~Iternative way is practical depends on this size. 
Abraham et al. (1968) h~ve established generalized balanced-filing 
schemes (GBFS).  The GBFS of order ]~ is denoted as GBFSk. For any 
query with g attributes, where g </~, the address of a bucket containing 
all pertinent records can be computed by an algebraic method. A 
GBFSk generally requires much more storage than the corresponding 
NBFSk, and the retrieval time to obtain all pel~inent records to a query 
of g attributes in GBFS~ may be smaller than that in NBFS~ for some 
g<~.  
The GBFSk based on PG(m, q) exists for 1 = (q~ - 1) / (q - 1), and 
any/c such that 1 _-< k -< l (Abraham et al., 1968). The GBFSk is par- 
titioned into/c biocks. Each ith flat corresponds to a bucket in the ith 
block (0 < i < k). Thus the ith block has b~ buckets, where b~ is the 
number of/-f lats. For a given query of g attributes (g -__ k), one must 
first determine the rank g' of a matrix related to the attributes of the 
query, where g' _-__ g. Eaeh bucket is related to a set of algebraic equa- 
tions. The g attributes are substituted to bg, sets of algebraic equations 
relating to b~, buckets in the g'th block one by one until a set of equa- 
tions is satisfied. On the average, bg,/2 sets of equations must be sub- 
stituted. The b~, can be a large number (Carmiehael, 1937), and the 
computation can be quite tedious. After a bucket in the g'th-order block 
is determined, further search is needed to get a jth-stage subbucket for 
some j. All the required records can be obtained in the j th  subbucket 
and other jth-stage subbuekets chained to it. 
A modified filing scheme, called MBFS-I ,  based on NBFS is as follows. 
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An MBFS-I  with parameters (k, l, b), denoted as MBFSk-I, consists of 
k blocks. A j th  order block is an NBFS with parameter (j d- 1, l, bj), 
where 0 =< j =< k - 1 and b = b0 d- bl d- " "  A- bk-1. For any set of 
parameters k, l, b and b~ of GBFS, an MBFS exists for the set of parame- 
ters when k =< m, and this ~BFS has a much faster way to determine 
the pertinent bucket than that of GBFS. This is especially true when q 
does not equal 2. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. A GBFS8 with parameters k = 3, l = 15, and b = 65 
is constructed using a PG(3, 2) by Abraham et al. (1968). The ith block 
(0 _-< i = 2) contains b~ buckets, where b0 = 15, bl = 35, and b2 = 15. 
The jth-order block of an MBFS~-I corresponds to an ~TBFS with 
parameter (j A- 1, l, b j), fo r j  = 0, 1 and 2. Let 1 = 15, b0 = 15, bl = 
35, and b2 = 15. For a query consisting of g attributes (g < /~ = 3), 
the pertinent records are in a bucket of a (g - 1)th-order block. Pre- 
vious techniques to determine the bucket number in an NBFS~ can be 
used to locate the bucket in the (g - 1)th-order block. A bucket of the 
0th-order block of this MBFS~-I has the same number of records as the 
corresponding one in the GBFS3. From the analysis in Section II I , one 
expects the number of records in the lst-order block of this MBFS~-I 
to be smaller th~n that in the 1st-order block of the GBFS3. Whether 
the MBFS3-I or the GBFS3 requires more storage has not been deter- 
mined. There are a total of 40 buckets in the 1st- and 2nd-order blocks 
and only 15 buckets in the 3rd-order blocks. There is no reason to expect 
that the number of records in the MBFS3-I is much higher than that 
in the GBFS3. The determination of a bucket in this MBFS3-I is cer- 
tainly much faster than in the GBFS3. Q.E.D. 
For k > m, there is no 1VIBFSk-I corresponding to a GBFSk. We shall 
make a second modified file organization scheme, denoted as MBFS~-II, 
which has a much faster way to locate a pertinent bucket than the 
GBFS~. 
An 5~[BFS~-II with parameters (It, l, b) is related to the NBFSo, with 
parameters (g, l, b), as follows: The bucket B~-of an MBFSk-II consists 
of all subbuckets in Bj's of the NBFSg for all g - /~. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let us consider a GBFS~ with parameters k = 14, 
1 = 15, and b = 66, constructed from a PG(3, 2) according to Abraham 
et al. (1968). There is one more bucket than the GBFS3 in Example 5.1. 
This bucket B65 corresponds to a 3-flat of PG(3, 2) or PG(3, 2) itself. 
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There are 
possible queries with g attributes for g -< 14. A 2-flat of PG(3, 2) con- 
sists of 7 points. All queries with more than 7 attributes have pertinent 
records in B~5. There are 
g~8 
queries with more than 7 attributes. There are sizable portions of all 
queries with g such that ~ -<_ g -<_ 7, which have pertinent records in 
B65, since only four independent points (attributes) are required to span 
the 3-flat. Thus, the majority of queries will have pertinent records in 
B65. It is difficult to expect this rather unbalanced scheme to work 
efficiently when all possible queries occur equal likely. An  iY/BFSk-II 
with parameters (14, 15, 66) will have all its buckets respond to queries 
more evenly than the GBFSI~. One interesting fact when using (2.3) 
is that the computation of N is sometimes simpler than it appears• For 
example, when g = 14 and l -- 15, N becomes 
1 -y , _ l -1  15- j ,  
(5.2) 
- -v-~ i k - -v -~ i 
There is only one ~ such that the difference in the bracket is nonzero. 
For/~ > m, the last bucket of the GBFS based on PG(m, q) corre- 
sponds to the m-flat itself. The number of queries having pertinent records 
in this fast, bucket will be considerably larger than in any other buckets. 
The :M[BFS-II seems to give a more balanced scheme than such GBFS.  
The GBFS use several stages of subbuckets in a bucket. This idea e~n 
be used to make refinements of the MBFS-II .  
VI. I%ECOI%DS WITH MULT IPLE-VALUED ATTRIBUTES 
In previous sections, we considered binary-vMued attributes. The 
previous schemes can be generalized for multiple-valued attributes. Let 
A~(0 ~ i < l) be the number of attributes. Let ni be the number of 
values which the attribute A~ can take. The n~'s are not necessarily 
equM for different w~lues of i. Let ql be an integer (0 -<_ q~ < n~) repre- 
senting one of the n~ values which A~ can t~ke. The accession numbers 
of the documents with A~,  A~ 2 , • • • , and A~ k taking nonzero values 
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are stored in the subbuckets with ID number iz is .- .  ik, when il < 
/2 . . .  < ik. The partitioning of these subbuekets into buckets is the 
same as the methods for binary-valued attributes as indicated in Sec- 
tions I I  and IV. We shall call these the first-stage buckets and the first- 
stage subbuckets respectively. Within each of the first-stage subbuckets, 
there exist second-stage subbuckets. For each set of q~l, q~2 , " "  , and 
q~k, there corresponds a second-stage subbucket in which the accession 
numbers of the documents with A~. taking values q~i (1 _-< j -< k) are 
stored. The ID number for this subbucket is a concatenation of these 
q~, q~l q~ "'" q~k • All the second-stage subbuckets in a first-stage sub- 
bucket can be partitioned into second-stage buckets. The simplest way 
to partition probably is by examining certain selected bit positions of the 
ID numbers of the second stage subbuckets. Other techniques for file 
organization and addressing, given by Buchholz (1963), are applicable 
to partition the subbuckets in the second-stage buckets. A record is 
said to be pertinent o the attributes A~,  A~,  .. • , A~ k with each of 
them taking a vadue q~. (1 < j _-< /c), if the record possesses the same 
values q~j for these A~.. To obtain such records, we first locate the sub- 
bucket with ID il i2 - . .  ik in the first-stage bucket. Within this sub- 
bucket, we are going to locate the second-stage bucket in which the 
subbucket with ID q~ q~ -. .  qi~ is located. In this second-stage sub- 
bucket, the accession umbers of all pertinent records are stored. 
Our schemes also have the properties of Ghosh and Abraham (1968). 
Since the bucket identification required for the storage of record acces- 
sion numbers is based on the combination of attribute values, the file 
does not require any reorganization as new records are added. This is a 
definite advantage over many key-address transformation procedures, 
wherein the addition of new records may lead to either a drastic revision 
of the file organization or significant reduction of retrieval effectiveness. 
The discussion in this section is restricted to the generalization of the 
NBFS. We observe that the generalization of other related schemes in 
Section V is straightforward in many cases. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented many new balanced-file orgallization schemes 
(NBFS) with binary-valued attributes. They are alternative w~ys to 
achieve the same objective of the balanced-file organization schemes 
(BFS) based on finite geometries (Abraham et al., 1968). The NBFS-I 
gnd NBFS-II obtained by two construction methods exist for any set of 
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parameters (k, l, b), where k is the number of attributes which a query 
possesses. The known BFS is for k = 2 or k = 3 only. When k = 2, 
the total number of allowable attributes 1is equal to the total number 
of points in finite geometries (l = q~ - 1 or 1 = (q'~ - 1)/(q - 1), 
where q is a power of a prime). When k = 3, the kuown BFS is con- 
structed from Euclidean geometries over binary fields and l = 2 ". The 
number of buckets b must equal the number of lines in the geometry. The 
NBFS generally have much faster retrieval responses than the BFS. 
This is especially true when the BFS is based on a geometry over a non- 
binary field. The NBFS- i I I  generMly provide faster retrieval responses 
than the NBFS-I  and the NBFS-I I  if the corresponding NBFS- I I I  
exists for the particular set of (k, l, b). The storage requirement of the 
BFS is larger than the I~'BFS-I for all cases analyzed. In many cases, 
the number of records in a BFS is almost twice ~Js many as that in an 
I~'BFS-I. From tile analysis of the general behavior of a function /~ 
related to the number of records in NBFS-I  and the explicit formula 
to determine the number of records in BFS, a BFS generally requires 
more storage than the NBFS-I. 
Two modified balanced-file organization schemes MBFS are con- 
structed. These MBFS and the GBFS of Abraham et al. (1968) are 
designed for the system where queries can take g attributes for g _-< k. 
These 5ZIBFS have more useful parameters (k, l, b) than the GBFS, and 
the MBFS generally have faster methods to determine the bucket in 
which the pertinent records are stored. 
The file organization of multiple-valued records is arranged in two 
stages, with the first stage using the same techniques as for binary- 
valued records. The determination of the address of a second-stage 
bucket is faster than that of a first-stage bucket. Thus, conclusions 
similar to those for binary-valued records can be made for file organiza- 
tion schemes for multiple-valued records in comparison with the geo- 
metrical scheme. 
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